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Secrets of the Corruptors 

 

Introduction 

 

I call those who cheat, steal or take advantage of people as SCUM BAGS.  

 

Through my research concerning “Psychopathy” and “Corruption,” I’ve 

discovered a few significant aspects. 

Nearly all psychopaths will lie, cheat, deceive and steal. Not all 

psychopaths will murder.  Most psychopaths will “Plan” their caper or 

theft.  Psychopaths cannot empathize with others. They lack the emotion 

of shame or guilt.  “Corruption” is usually dishonest or illegal, and it is 

nearly always for self-gain.   

Most psychopaths are not creative. They lack the talent of creativity in 

their brain. They mostly survive by stealing ideas, things, titles, or cheating 

others. They stay from the efforts or creativity of others. 

 Most psychopaths will seek positions of power. They utilize many 

methods to best control others.  They seek jobs or positions in law 

enforcement, politics, government bureaucrats, clergy members, judges, 

business leaders, etc.  Most psychopaths are obsessed with (1) Power over 

others, (2) Money (3) Sexual perversions.  

So, we shouldn’t be surprised when we hear about a particular politician 

involved in one or many corruption scandals.  Also, when armed with this 

knowledge, you shouldn’t be surprised when you hear about a CEO of a 

corporation who is involved in deceiving customers, cheating, and stealing 

from others. This is their nature. It’s what “psychopaths” do. 

You’re probably aware that we are all living in an illusion, and most of us 

have been deceived. Corrupt psychopaths create many laws for certain 

corporations and institutions to steal from the American people legally.  

They have stolen “trillions” of dollars from millions of hardworking 

people.  Some of the most popular scum bags will not be discussed in great 

detail, but I’ll give you a quick run-down on them. Many people call 



America – the land of thieves. Some countries call America “The Great 

Satan.”  Don’t get me wrong, I’m a Patriot, and I love the concept of 

America; however, I find the disgusting illusion that “psychopaths” in 

powerful positions to be revolting. Millions of unsuspecting Americans 

have been brain-washed and victimized beyond their comprehension.  

Some people might label these scum bags as psychopaths, sociopaths, 

predators, or parasites.  For the sake of this book, we’ll simply call them 

SCUM BAGS! These are so-called humans who prey on other humans for 

the sole purpose of legally or unethically separating people from their 

hard-earned money. 

Do not be confused. This book is not intended to be a blueprint to steal 

legally.  However, if you’re a scum bag, then I’m sure you’ll be happy to 

learn that there are many opportunities available.  To everyone else, this 

book will simply illustrate how scum bags are legally stealing from you – 

all in plain sight. This book will bring awareness and possibly confirm 

what you already know. 

Banks, I believe, are the biggest scum bags of all. #1. They earn money 

through usury. Today, they make money with simple digits on a computer. 

Also, if you miss a few house payments, they can and will legally steal your 

property, house, and all your equity (money you’ve already paid them). 

Nearly all the interest is front-loaded – almost none of your payments go 

to pay for the house initially. Banks want their free money (interest)) in 

their greedy fists first! Banks will do the same thing with your vehicle.  

State or County have laws written for them as well. If you miss paying 

your (rent) property tax payments, the county authorities will gladly and 

legally steal your property and your house – even if the house is paid in 

full.  Property taxes are corrupt. All taxes are immoral. Taxes are a form of 

theft.   

Insurance companies legally steal money in the form of insurance 

premiums. Isn’t that a great word “Premium”? The mafia created 

‘insurance’ in the early days.  They would simply tell a store owner if he 

would like for his business NOT to burn down, then it would be wise to pay 

‘X’ amount of dollars weekly. A man would walk into the store, and the 

store owner would hand the man a brown paper sack of cash, and the 

mobster would walk out.  Today it is called INSURANCE. (To ensure 

nothing will happen to you.) 



Gambling Casinos are another business that legally steals your money 

using the guise that it’s fun to lose your money!  And who created Las 

Vegas and made it legal to gamble? You got it!  Mafia gangsters. 

The IRS is a notorious thief. These scum bags will legally steal anything 

you have if you do not pay their ransom money. They have been stealing 

money from the American people since 1933. Not one dime of so-called tax 

money goes to improve the country. It goes straight into the greedy coffers 

of their “friends.” (other scum bags) 

Congress creates laws for specific industries so they can legally steal. This 

is no secret. Corporations pay for these laws to be in place. Politicians are 

well “greased” to insert specific rules and regulations. Congress created a 

law to perform “insider” trading, but if anyone in the general public uses’ 

“insider” trading, they will go to prison.   

This is one reason members of Congress get wealthy while only earning 

$180K per year.  Not only that, but all a senator needs to do is serve a 

measly six years, and he can quit and retire with the same salary for 

LIFE!!!  In my opinion, this is corruption and pure theft. 

Have you ever wondered how thousands of people seem to sail through life 

without financial worries while the rest of us struggle to pay our bills from 

month to month?  I’m not talking about everyday people who have a high-

paying job and appear to manage their money well.   

I’m not talking about Trustee babies that inherit millions from their 

wealthy relatives nor the rich pedophiles in Hollywood. I’m certainly not 

talking about the fake Americans who try to impress their family and 

friends with their large house and can barely afford furniture.  

I’m talking about specific people – those people where your gut intuition 

screams – SCUM BAG.. . and you’re probably right! They usually have a 

big smile on their face, a complete bank account, and lots of flashy, 

expensive toys. These are the people who typically have no loyalty or honor 

and will do whatever is necessary to collect piles of cash. And they steal 

legally! 

You’ve Seen These Type of People All Your Life.  

They might be seen on TV or in your neighborhood. These people may 

have other issues, but usually NOT financial issues. They purchase nearly 



anything they want. They drive expensive cars, own super yachts, drivers, 

and limousines, wear elegant clothes, live in multi-million dollar 

mansions, enjoy specially prepared food, hang out at extravagant resorts, 

and have fancy rich friends who are very similar to them.   

And the best part is most of these people are anonymous. In other words, 

if these people were listed on a who’s who list of scum bags – you probably 

wouldn’t recognize 99% of their names. They crawl around in the rich 

cracks of society. Their playgrounds are usually not inside Wal-Mart or 

Mcdonald's, but rather private islands and luxury resorts for the rich. Most 

of which most everyday people have never heard about. They are secluded 

and seldom advertise.  

Many of these rich scum bag pigs know other scum bags, and they often 

create syndicates that create even larger piles of legally stolen cash. 

  



Rich Scum Bag Pigs! 

Part One 

I accidentally discovered that it's much easier than you think if you want to 

steal big money legally. It’s easier to legally steal millions of dollars than 

steal a mere $5 illegally.  

How many times have you heard that cheaters never prosper? Well, this is 

not true. Many ‘legal’ criminals DO get paid, and most of them PROSPER 

very well. 

Why? Because they use legal methods to steal.  Let me explain.  

Believe it or not, many millions of dollars or huge fortunes have been 

gained using unethical schemes and vile business practices. Dishonest or 

unethical schemes do not mean they are illegal. In other words, corrupt 

politicians put laws into place to allow specific unethical methods of 

collecting cash to be lawful.   

Politicians are either secretly paid, or a promise of ‘X’ amount of funds will 

be delivered for their next campaign.  This is why it is said that certain 

politicians are bought and paid for.  Congress makes the laws that allow 

these scum bags to steal money legally. 

Call them what you want. Robbers, thieves, or just plain criminals. Many 

of our most popular wealthy people throughout history were nothing but 

thieves…yes, I would call them criminals. Most of the people who you 

think are respected historical legends or those who are remembered by 

building statues of them . . . are most likely scum bag criminal thieves. 

After all, Columbus was a pirate! 

Hundreds of politicians have been scum bag thieves and are 

thieves today. 

Yes, even Einstein was a thief, and so were many kings and queens down 

history. Hundreds of politicians have been thieves and are thieves today. 

Facebook was created from stolen source codes. The owner of those source 

codes is still alive. He never received a penny. Edison was a thief – he stole 

many ideas and inventions from Tesla. There are many more so-called 

legends in our history that were scum bag thieves. 



For you to be a rich thieving scum bag, you must carefully plan your 

scams, weighing potential risks against rewards. Suppose your mission is 

to be involved in financial shenanigans involving millions or billions of 

dollars. In that case, it’s probably best you discover investment concepts 

and incorporate them into your scum bag system. However, there is no 

reason to commit a crime when scum bags steal money LEGALLY. 

Brilliant scum bag thieves get their hands-on buckets of other people’s 

money without the use of force. They often prey upon victims that will 

usually never report the act. Many people never say the money that was 

stolen from them. To a scum bag thief, these people are the best people to 

rip off.  

Is it thievery when a person willingly hands over their money to 

a scum bag thief without a threat of violence?  

 

Manipulating victims to willingly part with their money is pretty darn 

simple for scum bag thieves. Hundreds of financial advisors, bankers, 

brokers, realtors, and various other professionals are in a business that 

involves CONVINCING people to hand over their hard-earned money for 

what appears to be a sound investment. 

These scum bags work within the law – but the investment only rewards 

the scammer, not the investor. These scum bags work their craft daily. 

They steal millions of dollars from investors – and it is all done legally. 

Most of these types of scum bag thieves seldom steal all the money at once. 

They slowly steal the money from the investor’s account. This is how 

Madoff stole billions of dollars.  

Remember, a scum bag thief does not need to lie to persuade people to 

invest in a scheme. Schemers will provide the truth but mix it with half-

truths to make the sale. The fact will help any scum bag in the event the 

phone call is being recorded. Schemers only tell the investor what he needs 

to know to get his money. Nothing more.  

Want to be a rich scum bag pig? 

Yes, you can become a rich fat pig, but if you become a greedy hog, then 

you’ll get slaughtered. This saying is prevalent among scum bag thieves. 

 The best possible victims are those who will never report the crime or go 



after the scum bag to claim back their stolen money. This often saves Mr. 

Scum Bag from a lengthy prison sentence. 

Again, these people are perfect for a scum bag thief. Stealing another 

criminal’s money is usually not reported. Some good honest, legitimate 

people, who lose their money to a scum bag, are generally too embarrassed 

to say the loss. They are shell-shocked that they were that stupid. 

Thousands if not millions of people financially struggle from month to 

month. If you don’t mind giving up your integrity and being a scumbag, 

you can get rich too.  I hope you decide not to. Remember, there are 

countless ways to earn money without deceiving or using the law to steal 

from others. 

Scum bags learned that it is fun and easier to just steal from desperate 

people. A scum bag thief is good at separating poor people from what little 

assets they have. Poor people are usually defenseless against any type of 

theft. 

However, are you willing to harm others for your benefit? That is the 

question you must ask yourself. Are you ready to take cash from those who 

are struggling only to benefit you?  Can you sleep at night knowing your 

product or service is not helping anyone but you? 

Here is the type of people or scum bag companies who appear to sleep just 

fine at night no matter how much money they legally steal from people. 

1. So-Called Investment Consultants 

People like Bernie Madoff. Don’t let a total lack of expertise hold you back 

– use this simple method to convince the gullible you’re the next Warren 

Buffett… 

Purchase an extensive list of likely investors. Divide it into two or more 

groups. 

Send a different stock idea to each group. (Use a dart board to pick them – 

it doesn’t matter.) 

Wait a few weeks. Throw out the group that received a losing 

recommendation. Send an additional pick to those who got a winner. 

 



Repeat this process until what remains is a group you’ve supplied with 

three or four consecutive winners. 

Offer the ‘suckers’ an opportunity to harness your “Super-Secret Proven 

Investment Method!” for a mere $199 a month. 

If that seems like too much hassle, just run ads promising a 50 percent 

return. Your victims should be wary: After all, if you can earn 50 percent 

on your own money, you’d hardly need theirs. Don’t worry – that won’t 

occur to them.  Lots of scum bags have made a fortune using this very 

same system. 

2. Non-profit Organizations 

This will be discussed more in detail later in the book. Many scum bag 

charities are formed every year by scum bags who wish to benefit only 

themselves. Scum bags call themselves a charity, and cash nearly drops 

from the sky. Scum bags that show photos of children or suffering animals 

will cause people to RUN and hand the scum bag their money.  

3. Offer simple solutions to complex problems 

Americans want to look like fashion models – even though Americans are 

the most obese people on the planet. Countless fake formulas promise 

quick weight loss.  Many of them are artificial but legal, which means the 

company is legally stealing your money for something that is usually 

worthless. What happens? Scum bag pigs get rich while people gain even 

more fat. 

4. Fake Cures 

There are hundreds of fake products on the shelves of stores that promise 

to be a quick health fix. If you don’t mind being a scum bag that is stealing 

money from sick people or those who are desperately seeking a remedy to 

their pain, this would be great for you. Fake product companies do not 

care what you read on the label –they create an impressive advertisement.  

5. Predict the future 

This is a great scam if you have no integrity or honor. Thousands of people 

will give a scum bag their hard-earned money to know their future. There 

are too many variables for anyone to tell your future reliably. However, 

many psychic Wall Street investment houses promise you they can predict 

what’s ahead and will gladly charge you hefty amounts of money for their 

scam.  



Psychics and fortune-tellers operate openly without any law that restrains 

them. It is legal for scum bags to collect money as a fortune-teller. They 

legally STEAL your money. Fortune tellers have lawfully been stealing 

from people for many years.  

We all I know – or certainly should – the future is unknowable. However, 

the desire to see what’s ahead is so compelling that a scum bag can legally 

steal money from those desperate to know their future. 

6. Beat a man while he’s down 

Pawn shops and Payday loans are notorious for beating people up while 

they are down. Desperate people are excellent targets for ruthless SCUM 

BAGS with zero integrity. If you’re one of these scum bags, then this would 

be great for you.  

Bank foreclosure rescue scum bags, debt settlement to non-existent 

government grants. Many of the wealthiest scams target those people who 

are struggling to exist. 

People in debt and desperation will cling to any scam you want to offer 

them. If being a scum bag gives you sleepless nights, then maybe you need 

a few more sleeping pills. 

There has always been Corruption in our world and always will 
be. Most men are greedy Hogs. 
 
A quick course on how most politicians pocket CASH. 
 
This is how a few politicians pocket money today. But how does 
big money get into politicians’ pockets in the first place? Here’s 
our quick and easy primer. 

Political contributions are a tangled web. Complicated with layers of 

cryptic coverage categories and disclosure requirements, the general 

public's understanding of  MONEY in politics is often limited. Sightline is 

working to reveal this element of modern-day American politics. 

 

In that spirit, we have produced a guidebook for understanding exactly 

how political FUNDS can be legitimately dispersed and how its receivers 

can invest that money. 

 

How cash gets to candidates 

Depending upon how benefactors intend to give their money (and just how 

https://www.moneytalksnews.com/2011/05/13/6-signs-housing-rescue-scam-free/
https://www.moneytalksnews.com/2010/04/27/gao-debt-settlement-industry-defrauds-consumers/
https://www.moneytalksnews.com/2010/11/01/viewer-question-can-i-get-a-government-grant-for-my-small-business/
https://www.moneytalksnews.com/2010/11/01/viewer-question-can-i-get-a-government-grant-for-my-small-business/


much analysis they want to be subject to), they can pick among a range of 

choices with a dizzying range of cost limitations and disclosure 

requirements.  

The Federal Election Payment (FEC) establishes these limitations, and 

states can include further constraints just as lengthy as they don't weaken 

the limits set by the FEC. In the Northwest, Washington establishes 

several additional restrictions past the FEC regulations (see the complete 

breakdown below). Oregon is one of just eight states that does not place 

any extra constraints on political contributions. 

 

A straight contribution is money given by a donor to a prospect's project 

without intermediaries or organizations in between. These presents are 

topped at $2,500 per election, though you can give them away in both the 

central and general political elections for a total limitation of $5,000. 

Contributors that wish to give even more can do so, provided that they 

guide the funds to a prospect's "leadership Political action committees," 

which have no investing limits. (A political action committee, or SPECIAL-

INTEREST GROUP, is merely a means of pooling money for a usual 

reason.  

We'll delve much deeper into them below.) These expenses must be 

revealed to the general public-- the date, contributor's name, the present 

quantity, and city and state of origin-- though federal political election 

policies just need benefactors that offer more than $200 to prospects 

Special-interest groups to reveal their identity. 

 

Washington adds some more caps and disclosure needs: individuals can 

give away no greater than $1,900 to a gubernatorial candidate and $950 

for a prospect competing in the legislature. (Benefactors are permitted to 

contribute at this level in both the key and essential elections, so the total 

amounts rise to $3,800 and $1,900, respectively.) The state's Public 

Disclosure Payment likewise puts a minimal spending quantity needed for 

disclosure at $10. 

 

Moneyed passions jumble our path to a lasting future. 

 

A celebration donation is a money given to a political event instead of a 

specific candidate. After that, the celebration can spend that money on any 

candidate, celebration event, or media buy that it picks. Although these 



contributions were traditionally significant sources of project funding for 

prospects, they are growing less classy.  

Replacing them are Political Action Committees (Special-interest Groups), 

which have such a couple of constraints that they have taken control of as 

the leading funding resource. With PACs, benefactors can concentrate 

their funds a lot more straight on the candidates or issues they respect, 

leaving the official party apparatuses with far much less impact. 

 

Donations to national party committees are limited to $33,400 per 

election cycle. 

 

Yet Washington includes a brilliant and instead unique restriction on state 

parties giving to candidates: the total funding from a celebration to a 

candidate can not go beyond 80 cents per signed-up citizen in the district. 

 

Special-interest Groups (Political Action Committees) are simply a way to 

merge cash from contributors, typically with a concentrate on a specific 

concern (Secure Our Guns PAC), a political ideology (I Will certainly Vote 

Like a Republican Ought To), or a particular candidate.  

These types of political donation pools have been around since the 1940s. 

However, they were traditionally organized by staff members or 

considerable campaigning for organizations, like the Teamsters Union, 

Boeing employees, or Organization of Education Voters. They are 

considering That the United States High court's 2010 People United 

choice. Nonetheless, PACs have given rise to supposed Super PACs, which 

have no restrictions on contribution limitations. 

 

Super PACs are restricted in other means, though. Most notably, they are 

not permitted to collaborate with candidates or offer cash straight to 

candidate campaigns. Super SPECIAL-INTEREST GROUP money is 

utilized for media purchases and advertising. Also, while restricted in its 

extent, this cash can be an incredibly effective device in today's political 

campaigns. A donor can also begin her very own Super Political Action 

Committee, contribute her own money to it, and invite like-minded 

individuals to participate. In the 2012 political election, Karl Rove's 

American Crossroads GPS Super SPECIAL-INTEREST GROUP made 

headings for its record-breaking fundraising (in addition to its subsequent 

massive failure to get its favored prospects chosen). 

 

In Washington, political action committees go through giving limitations 



as people: $1,900 to candidates for guv and $950 to prospective 

lawmakers.  

Special-interest groups in the Evergreen State are further limited in a few 

methods: they can not add unless they have obtained at least $10 from 10 

or even more Washington citizens who have contributed in the last three 

months; corporations can not provide unless they are doing business in 

the state; and also unions can not contribute unless they have ten or more 

participants staying in shape. (Corporate and union contributions are 

capped at the same limits as private donations.). 

 

How candidates invest the money. 

Prospects can invest campaign funds in a wide range of expenditures. 

Historically, the majority has been used for media acquisitions; however, 

allowable costs also consist. 

 

Travel. From flying around the nation to hiring buses for transporting 

staff, reporters, and equipment to gas money for volunteers to drive 

themselves to events. 

Political consulting. Prospects can spend their contribution money on 

technique advancement, polling, speech writing, planning advice, market 

analysis ... essentially anything that originates from someone the 

campaign assigns a specialist on just how to win the political election. 

Staff salaries. Projects can pay the canvassers, advisors, authors, media 

consultants, and others who can, in some cases, seem legion in massive 

nationwide projects. 

Wardrobes. Prospects can spend cash on their clothes, and also, there have 

been more than a couple of candidates making significant acquisitions to 

festinate. (Naturally, media cover this sensation in women candidates. We 

battled to discover stories on males' project closet costs.). 

 

Meals, along with anything else the project "needs," which is a notoriously 

obscure classification that can typically consist of entertainment, alcohol, 

as well as other things many people would undoubtedly consider non-

necessities. 

 

The breakdown in between these categories differs hugely, relying on what 

projects feel they need many. In 2012, candidate Mitt Romney spent his 



campaign donations emphasizing political consulting: more than one-

third of his cash most likely to campaign strategists. By comparison, 

because same political election President Obama invested much more in 

media buys, specifically on the internet advertisements and a much 

smaller share on consulting. 

 

Surplus Campaign Donations. 

Although there are several methods to invest project money legitimately, 

some funds can be leftover, and also, when they are, they occupy a type of 

political limbo. While project funds are not typically left extra, the strange 

guidelines that control these funds highlight simply precisely how loosely 

managed the entire donation ball is. 

 

Up until a 1989 reform act, prospects could legitimately utilize remaining 

project money for anything-- and also, several used it as a retired life 

cushion. 

 

Also, today, leftover campaign donations can be put to lots of functions. 

For one, they can be surrendered to a prospect's next race. These rollover 

funds make up the "war chests" many lasting politicians flaunt, which can 

make unseating them extremely challenging for challengers. Or candidates 

can likewise use the leftover money to compensate for any individual 

funds they used during a campaign (up to particular limitations that differ 

by workplace and just how the funds were spent). 

 

Candidates are additionally permitted to donate remaining cash to charity 

or to return it to funders. However, it's naturally difficult to determine that 

obtains their money back (as well as just how much), so few prospects use 

this option. 

 

Surprisingly, prospects can likewise move unspent funds into their event's 

general fund-- both John Kerry and George W. Bush did so after the 2004 

political election. Ultimately, campaigns can donate their funds to various 

other campaigns, though they have to observe the same limitations as 

regular political donations. 

 

Sadly, privacy and colossal spending look to be the brand-new normal. 

 

The law takes a liberal strategy to dictate when prospects need to choose 

how to pay out the money. Seven years after he relinquished Congress, 

Martin Meehan (D) from Massachusetts still has millions in his project 



funds. Previous New York City Rep John LaFalce (D) is still making 

payments to charity from his account a year after leaving office. 

 

Technically, leftover campaign money can not be utilized for individual 

usage, but what comprises particular use is obscure at best. Tom Harkin, a 

retired legislator from Iowa, donated substantial amounts to Drake 

University from project funds to establish a policy institute in his name. 

New Jacket Governor Chris Christie also used campaign funds to cover 

legal costs throughout his bridge scandal examination. 

 

What we've explained below is just what candidates need to do. There's an 

extra uncomfortable dislodge there: politically focused nonprofits can 

utilize their cash for whatever they such as, a classification of political 

investing often described as "dark money." Funds from these groups have 

no disclosure needs, and their donors can stay anonymous.  

They are nearly associated with corruption as well as amazingly huge 
contributions. The recent collapse of the coal market and the subsequent 
string of personal bankruptcies from major firms offered us a look right 
into the depths of dark cash. While we understand the money is out there, 
opportunities to see behind the curtain are highly unusual. This is an area 
that's virtually widely accepted as requiring reform. 
 
An examination by the Washington Post and the Center for Responsive 
Politics recognized $407 million in investments from 17 Koch Industries-
affiliated nonprofits throughout the 2012 political election cycle, a 
quantity roughly comparable to the entire amount donated by all unions 
country. The Blog post defined dark cash networks as even more akin to 
"medicine runners and tax obligation evaders" than political donors. 
 
Sadly, privacy and huge costs look to be the brand-new normal. Till US 
election legislations-- and also our frame of minds about political 
elections-- change to acknowledge this reality, we will stay in an era of 
nearly limitless political investing by companies, prospective oligarchs, 
and also those with programs much past the public interest. 

House Oversight Committee Chairman Darrell Issa (R-Calif.) saw his 
fortune rise to at least $355 million in 2012, enough to take the crown on 
The Hill's 50 Wealthiest lists. 

Issa, who made his riches with the Viper car security system, snatched the 
No. 1 spot away from Rep. Michael McCaul (R-Texas), who came in second 
with a net worth of at least $101 million. 



Overall, the Republican Party has the edge on The Hill's list for the third 
year in a row, with 29 of the 50 lawmakers coming from the conservative 
side of the aisle. 

Thirty-seven of the lawmakers on the list are from the House, with the 
remaining 13 coming from the Senate. 

While several high-profile lawmakers are among the wealthiest — 
including House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) and Senate 
Minority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.) — most of the leading 
contenders for the White House in 2016 missed the top 50. 

Rep. Paul Ryan (R-Wis.), the GOP's vice presidential candidate in 2012, 
reported a minimum net worth of $2.3 million, while conservative star 
Sen. Ted Cruz (R-Texas) posted a wealth of $1.5 million. 

Two other rising GOP stars, Sens. Rand Paul (Ky.) and Marco Rubio (Fla.) 
reported more modest financial means. While Paul's wealth stood at about 
$455,000, Rubio was red with a negative net worth of roughly $190,000. 

On the Democratic side, Sen. Mark Warner (Va.) stood out among possible 
2016 hopefuls with a minimum net worth of $88.5 million, good enough 
for third place on The Hill's list. 

Two other Democrats in the 2016 discussion, Sens. Elizabeth 
Warren (Mass.) and Kirsten Gillibrand (N.Y.) fell on opposite ends of the 
financial spectrum. While Warren reported a portfolio worth at least $3.9 
million, Gillibrand was barely in the black with a net worth of $166,000. 

The Hill's Wealthiest list bid farewell to some familiar faces this year. 

John Kerry — a perennial contender for most prosperous lawmaker thanks 
to his wife's ties to the Heinz ketchup fortune — left the Senate this year to 
serve as President Obama's secretary of state. 

Ex-Sen. Herb Kohl (D-Wis.), an owner of the NBA's Milwaukee Bucks and 
another regular on the list, decided to retire after last year's election. 

And the late Sen. Frank Lautenberg (D-N.J.), the first full-time salesman 
for the payroll processing company Automatic Data Processing, died in 
2013. 

Taking their place are several lawmakers who are serving their first terms 
on Capitol Hill. 

https://thehill.com/people/mitch-mcconnell
https://thehill.com/people/paul-ryan
https://thehill.com/people/ted-cruz
https://thehill.com/people/rand-paul
https://thehill.com/people/marco-rubio
https://thehill.com/people/mark-warner
https://thehill.com/people/elizabeth-warren
https://thehill.com/people/elizabeth-warren
https://thehill.com/people/kirsten-gillibrand
https://thehill.com/people/john-kerry-0


Among the new additions is Rep. Joseph Kennedy (D-Mass.), whose $15.2 
million showings continue the tradition of having a wealthy member of the 
Kennedy clan in Congress. 

Other first-timers include Rep. Suzan DelBene (D-Wash.), a former 
Microsoft executive with a wealth of at least $23.9 million; Rep. Chris 
Collins (R-N.Y.), a retired businessman with $22.3 million; and Rep. Steve 
Daines (R-Mont.), a former tech entrepreneur with at least $9.2 million. 

Other lawmakers earned a spot on the list after their assets climbed 
skyward. 

Rep. Jim Cooper (D-Tenn.) saw his share in Kentucky and Tennessee 
farmland and real estate spike, helping to give him a net worth of $8.2 
million. Rep. John Fleming's (R-La.) wealth was $10.7 million in 2012 
after his holdings in franchise development and properties soared in value. 

But it's Issa who stands as king of Capitol Hill, thanks in no small part to 
removing $100 million in liabilities from his balance sheet on his 2012 
form. 

Issa listed several investment funds among his assets, including worth 
more than $50 million each. He also has properties valued at millions of 
dollars. 

Before coming to Congress, Issa was a successful chief executive who 
founded Directed Electronics and served as chairman of the Consumer 
Electronics Association. 

The runner-up on the list, McCaul, owes much of his wealth to family 
trusts. His wife, Linda, is the daughter of Clear Channel Communications 
founder Lowry Mays. 

To come up with its rankings, The Hill used financial disclosure forms 
covering the 2012 calendar year. The reports are not perfect because they 
provide value ranges instead of exact figures. 

The Hill adds up the low figures in each value range for every asset and 
liability. Then, the sum of a lawmaker's liabilities is deducted from the 
sum of his or her assets to calculate a minimum net worth. 

Some lawmakers provide lengthy bank statements or investment reports 
with their annual financial statements. The Hill uses exact figures when 
possible. 

https://thehill.com/people/suzan-delbene
https://thehill.com/people/john-fleming


The methodology is designed to provide a conservative estimate of a 
lawmaker's worth, and it's likely that many lawmakers, such as Issa and 
McCaul, are wealthier than their reports indicate. 

 

 

  



PART TWO 

Most People Who Faithfully Work a Job for 30 Years Will Never 

Be Rich 

Let’s face it; if you earn money by showing up at a job as most people do, 

you already know the chances of the average person becoming wealthy is 

almost zero. For the average person, simply saving enough money for 

his/her retirement is nearly impossible.  

Even if you invested some of your money into stocks, real estate, or 

precious metals, the odds of you getting wealthy by the time you retire is 

slim. The monetary and economic system is created to keep this from 

happening. 

How about self-made men? Well, most self-made men didn’t work a 

salaried job. Most of them were or are entrepreneurs, and many of them 

had great business connections and mentors. Any time a ceiling is placed 

on your income, then your chance of gaining wealth diminishes. People 

who sell their service by the hour or accept a weekly salary usually will 

never experience a lavish lifestyle. 

The project must be scalable with a sky is the limit type of scalability.  If 

you’re only selling your time, you can usually kiss your ideas of becoming 

wealthy goodbye.  Why? Because there are just so many hours in a day. 

Naturally, you can duplicate your efforts by sharing your cash flow with 

others. 

Unfortunately, with the meager salaries most people earn – they need time 

– lots of time!  Most people never bring in a boatload of money overnight, 

so they need lots of time to save and invest portions of their (salary) 

income. You need to keep your expenses low during your working years – 

you must sacrifice and educate yourself, plus go without many of the 

“wants” to create a passive income that will bring you comfort in your 

twilight years. 

Most people, even if they knew how to do it, will not. Most people are 

broke at retirement age without hardly any savings. They live a meager 

existence until they die. America is the land of consumption.  



People have been brainwashed to spend themselves in poverty. It’s not the 

people’s fault.  They have been manipulated by design to pay and buy 

products/services they usually don’t need continuously.  And many 

Americans will even go into debt to purchase the things they do not need. 

But what if you had no scruples and had no integrity and wanted 

to collect BIG money quickly? 

Ever wonder what makes a man or woman want to be a politician?  What 

type of person does this?  The #1 reason is; it’s an easy way to steal money 

– legally! Do you think most politicians care about their constituents (the 

people who voted for them)?  

Do you think most politicians want to improve your life or mostly their 

own? I think you can answer that question – just by doing a criminal 

background check on those who run for office.   

It might surprise you to know how many elected officials who have 

criminal convictions run for public office! Almost anyone can become a 

politician – even those with felony convictions are welcome to run for a 

local or national political office. 

Is it no wonder why politicians become wealthy while they pretend to serve 

the American people?  Most politicians are scum bags.  Senators only need 

to be elected for one six-year term, then he or she can quit and not run 

again and still receive the same $180,000 annual salary for the rest of 

their lives!   

Yes, they legally steal an annual salary from the American people for doing 

absolutely ZERO - FOREVER! What do you call this?  Congress created 

this lucrative retirement for themselves. How nice of them, huh?   

What have they done for you lately? 



PART THREE 

Men and women in Congress are exempt from insider trading 

laws. 

Congress can engage in insider trading anytime they want, and it’s legal. 

However, if you or I do it, we will be arrested and thrown in a cage. 

Remember Martha Stuart and why the FBI wanted her for insider trading?  

Wouldn’t you like to know if a stock is about to go up in price so you can 

buy it now instead of later?  Wouldn’t you want to know which stock to buy 

that will guarantee a profit?  Wouldn’t you like to know when to sell a store 

before you lose money?  

This is the insider information, and knowledge politicians are privy to, so 

many Congress members become wealthy while in office. 

Whistle Blower Reveals Politicians Wealth Secrets 

Q: When did you realize that so many insider trading and sweetheart land 

deals were going on? 

A: When I first discovered that members of Congress are exempt from 

insider trading laws, I didn’t believe it. When I started to look at their 

stock trades and compare them with what they were doing in the office, I 

was shocked. 

Q: What do you mean by the "Permanent Political Class"? 

A: I think politics in Washington has become a business opportunity. 

Republicans and Democrats are not so different as you think. They work 

together to enrich themselves. They have designed the system to work to 

make lots of money doing things that would get the rest of us sent to 

prison. 

Q: What do you mean by "honest graft"? 

A: When people think of politicians making money in Washington, they 

think of bribery and other illegal activities. That’s small potatoes. The real 

money is made by doing legal stuff, including insider trading on the stock 

market and land deals. 



Q: Politicians are exempt from insider trading laws? You’re kidding, right? 

A: No. They write the rules and guess what restrictions apply to us don’t 

apply to them. By the way, they are also exempt from 

whistleblower laws. If you see your boss committing a financial crime, 

you can report them, and you will be protected. You can’t be fired. But if 

your boss is a congressman? You’ll become burnt toast and be thrown in 

the trash.  As a whistle blower, you’re NOT protected. 

Q: What’s wrong with politicians who trade stock? Don’t we want them 

involved in the economy? 

A: Yes, but they are doing precisely what corporate insiders get sent to jail 

for doing. It’s a double standard, and it’s unfair. If Martha Stewart had 

been in the U.S. Senate, she would have been protected. 

This question has been asked for many years. How is it that politicians 

often enter office with relatively modest assets but then, as investors, 

regularly beat the stock market and sometimes beat the greediest hedge 

funds?  

How did some members of Congress know to dump their stock holdings 

just in time to escape the effects of the 2008 financial meltdown? And how 

is it that billionaires and hedge fund managers often make well-timed 

investment decisions that anticipate events in Washington?  

They insert earmarks into bills to improve their real-estate holdings, and 

campaign contributors receive billions in federal grants. Nobody goes to 

jail.  

Examples of Insider trading include: 

A lawyer representing the CEO of a company learns in a confidential 

meeting that the CEO will be indicted for accounting fraud the next day. 

The lawyer shorts 1,000 shares of the company because he knows that the 

stock price is possibly going to zero when the indictment news gets out. 

A board member of a company knows that a merger will be announced 

within the next day or so and that the company stock is likely to go way up. 

He buys 1,000 shares of the company stock in his mother's name so he can 

make a profit using his insider knowledge without reporting the trade to 



the Securities and Exchange Commission and without news of the 

purchase going public. 

A high-level employee of a company overhears a meeting where the CFO is 

talking about how the company will be driven into bankruptcy due to 

severe financial problems. The employee knows that his friend owns 

shares of the company. The employee warns his friend that he needs to sell 

his shares right away. 

A government employee is aware that a new regulation will be passed that 

will significantly benefit an electricity company. The government employee 

secretly buys shares of the electricity company and then pushes for the 

regulation to go through as quickly as possible. 

A corporate officer learns of a confidential merger between his company 

and another lucrative business. Knowing that the union will require the 

purchase of shares at a high price, the corporate officer buys the stock the 

day before the merger goes through. 

These are some of the many examples of insider trading that occur. Insider 

trading is a white-collar crime, and a person who has been found guilty of 

insider trading can be sent to prison. Again, these insider trading laws are 

unlawful for the average person; however, members of your Congress can 

actively engage in insider trading any time they wish. It’s legal for them! 

Career politicians  

Career politicians on the national level often end up profiting from their 

positions by means that are legal, illegal, and unethical. Many scum bag 

government servants collect their money in ways that will leave concerned 

citizens sick to their stomachs.  

The Clinton’s Are Writing an Easy to Follow Blueprint of How to 

Steal Money By Using A Political Position Legally.  

Hillary is almost transparent with her corruption. Many corrupt scum bag 

politicians are learning from the Clintons. They’ve been great teachers on 

how to be evil and get away with it. However, she had lots of help! 

Everyone knows that being a politician does not mean the person is 

working hard to improve their community or the nation, but they are there 

to get rich and collect an easy paycheck. It’s a fact – nearly all politicians 



are narcissistic criminals or, at the very little least, are greedy and self-

serving. Most of these scum bags legally steal money. 

Yes, if you’ve not been living under a rock your entire life, then you already 

know this is true – but most people do not understand how they collect 

their unethical (on the side) cash! They legally steal money! 

People who say that politics is not a popularity contest probably have a 

vitamin D deficiency. Yes, you need sunshine - your life living under a rock 

has caused a mental disorder. Politics is all about branding and popularity. 

The more popular a politician is, the more power they have among their 

peers and the more they can manipulate or have the ability to persuade 

their fan base.   

Trading Favors for Big Bucks 

Yes, politicians trade favors. “If I do this for you, will you do this for me?” 

Trading favors allows scum bag politicians to compromise publicly and 

profit privately. This method is used for many reasons and many self-

serving benefits. 

The more power someone has, the more money they can collect by offering 

ACCESS to that power in exchange for something they NEED OR WANT.  

Here is a typical example of how local politics works:  

Suppose a politician is privy to the decision-making process within the 

government to build a new road. In that case, they can communicate with 

a developer (Their brother's company? Their friend's?) to tell them what 

the current bids are from other developers so they can undercut them and 

win the contract every time.  

To get even more money from this process, things can get even more 

insidious. This is illegal. It's unethical. But it's prevalent at the city and 

state level. 

For example, An unnamed mayor's company was able to talk with his 

former colleagues at city hall about keeping him up to date with the bid 

offers coming in from companies around the state. Working with his 

people on the inside, he helped craft the bids coming in  

from other developers by artificially inflating the amount of material. 



Naturally, his bid beat out everyone else’s. The city officials gave the 

contract to their former mayor, who could collect more money with his bid 

because the other developers’ bids were too high based on the false 

information given.  

He used the power he gained as a politician to rob local businesses of a 

lucrative contract. The corrupt scum bag interfered in the process for 

personal gain at the expense of hundreds of workers and their families. 

Yes, this is called corruption! 

On the national level – it’s even more corruption, and this is where they 

collect millions of dollars as self-serving scum bags. Washington is a 

cesspool of criminals. 

A politician can easily collect $500,000 per year after serving a couple of 

terms in Congress by acting in the interest of a company that secretly 

sponsors them. Putting up the cash to get their pet politicians elected time 

after time is investing with a massive return. For 4-6 years, a few hundred 

thousand dollars can return hundreds of millions as these politicians favor 

these corporations with lucrative contracts.  

Is it No Wonder Why the Lives of Everyday Americans Seldom 

Improve? 

This is largely why legislation from Democrats and Republicans fails to 

help improve the lives of ordinary people. The US Congress is almost 

entirely bought, and the government serves as a piggy bank for the scum 

bag elites and the scum bag corporate class.  

Taxes are legalized THEFT. Taxes are levied from hardworking Americans 

to be divided up by congress and shared between the elites and the 

powers-at-be they serve. America was formed to end taxation from a 

tyrannical regime from across the pond. However, most people do not 

know that we are still under the control of England and the Queen’s 

authoritarian regime. Much of our federal tax dollars go straight into her 

coffers. I call this legalized theft! This has been going on for too long – it 

must end. 

If you have enough influence or power as a public servant, you can collect 

or get paid cash directly into your bank account for your promises. Being 

bribed now is illegal.  



However, if you exchange service of some kind as a scum bag, you can turn 

an illegal method into a legal method. The technique used to “legally” 

bribe politicians in the United States is to offer a  

an outrageous speaking fee.  

The scum bag politician will babble for 20 minutes in front of a 

disinterested crowd of people, and then they are given their check. Hillary 

Clinton commanded a speaking fee of $250,000 for short speeches, while 

her husband, Bill, received $500,000. All while she was in charge of the 

State Department.  

The Clintons collected millions by allowing certain people to gain access to 

their influence and power network. Were the American people put at risk?  

You decide. They still managed millions of dollars and are still collecting 

millions. 

Most scum bag career politicians are named because they have chosen to 

work as public servants to gain wealth.  

The bible of the enemies of corruption, WikiLeaks, has helped shed light 

on the world of politicians and political insiders and their scum bag 

practices.  

This kind of corruption, where public servants have a preoccupation with 

enriching themselves, destroys empires and turns civilizations to ruin. 

Awareness of these misdeeds is urgent. 



PART FOUR 

Scum Bag Charities  

Many people know that some charities are dishonest; however, I’m almost 

sure most people do not know that MOST are legally stealing BIG money – 

every year! 

The Kids Wish Network has raised millions for what they say is support 

for terminally ill children. However, it turns out that the big majority of 

their donations were used towards their for-profit companies, which 

existed only to raise more money. Children only received less than 3 cents 

of every dollar donated. 

 

The Breast Cancer Relief Foundation spent about 70% of its 

donations to pay companies that helped the organization “professionally 

fundraise.” Only around 2% of the money that they raised went to 

hospitals or breast cancer screenings. 

 

Mimicking the Make-A-Wish Foundation, the Children’s Wish 

Foundation spent about $6 million on “professional fundraisers” in 

2010, but only approximately half of that on granting kids’ wishes. 

The Youth Development Fund claims that it is a “general assistance 

fund for educational program and services for children.” A shocking 1% of 

the fund’s donations went to aid for youth. 

The self-proclaimed mission of the American Association of State 

Troopers is to offer retired state troopers access to cheaper life 

insurance. However, in over ten years, the association has raised around 

$45 million and spent less than $4 million on benefits for its members. 

The Committee for Missing Children says that they provide aid to 

parents with missing children and distribute photos of missing kids 

worldwide. Only 0.8% of their total donations went to cash relief. 

The Children’s Cancer Recovery Foundation’s mission statement is 

that it “focuses on improving the mental, social and emotional well-being 

of [cancer affected] families while helping to minimize the devastation that 

cancer can cause.” Yet only 0.7% of the money they’ve raised has gone to 

cash aid for these families. 



The Firefighters Charitable Foundation was established to “provide 

financial assistance” to people who have suffered from fire or disaster. 

However, in ten years, the organization gave $55 million of its $64 million 

to companies soliciting donations. Less than 10 cents of every dollar 

went to aid. 

Woman to Woman Cancer Foundation is a charity organization that 

aims to aid women who have gynecologic cancer. However, only a startling 

0.3% of their donations went to cash aid for cancer patients. 

 

The American Foundation for Disabled Children spent only 0.6% 

of its profits on cash aid for kids. 

 

The American Association of the Deaf & Blind spent a mere 0.1% 

on cash aid over ten years. 

Anyway, you get the idea, right?  Here is a list of 50 fake charities that are 

allowed to collect millions of dollars. They utilize direct mail or 

telemarketers to solicit millions of dollars in donations from unsuspecting 

individuals and businesses.  

1. Kids Wish Network 

2. Cancer Fund of America 

3. Children’s Wish Foundation International 

4. American Breast Cancer Foundation 

5. Firefighters Charitable Foundation 

6. Breast Cancer Relief Foundation 

7. International Union of Police Associations, AFL-CIO 

8. National Veterans Service Fund 

9. American Association of State Troopers 

10. Children’s Cancer Fund of America 

11. Children’s Cancer Recovery Foundation 

12. Youth Development Fund 

13. Committee for Missing Children 

14. Association for Firefighters and Paramedics 

15. Project Cure (Bradenton, FL) 

16. National Caregiving Foundation 

17. Operation Lookout National Center for Missing Youth 

18. United States Deputy Sheriffs’ Association 

19. Viet now National Headquarters 

20. Police Protective Fund 

21. National Cancer Coalition 



22. Woman to Woman Breast Cancer Foundation 

23. American Foundation for Disabled Children 

24. The Veterans Fund 

25. Heart Support of America 

26. Veterans Assistance Foundation 

27. Children’s Charity Fund 

28. Wishing Well Foundation the USA 

29. Defeat Diabetes Foundation 

30. Disabled Police Officers of America Inc. 

31. National Police Defense Foundation 

32. American Association of the Deaf & Blind 

33. Reserve Police Officers Association 

34. Optimal Medical Foundation 

35. Disabled Police and Sheriffs Foundation 

36. Disabled Police Officers Counseling Center 

37. Children’s Leukemia Research Association 

38. United Breast Cancer Foundation 

39. Shiloh International Ministries 

40. Circle of Friends for American Veterans 

41. Find the Children 

42. Survivors and Victims Empowered 

43. Firefighters Assistance Fund 

44. Caring for Our Children Foundation 

45. National Narcotic Officers Associations Coalition 

46. American Foundation for Children With AIDS 

47. Our American Veterans 

48. Roger Wyburn- Mason & Jack M Blount Foundation for Eradication of 

Rheumatoid Disease 

49. Firefighters Burn Fund 

50. Hope Cancer Fund 

This list was put together by the Tampa Bay Times and The Center for 

Investigative Reporting based on federal tax filings for the last ten years.  

Charities are separated into five categories: children, cancer, police/law 

enforcement, veterans, fire, and others. These fifty charities account for 

more than $1.35 Billion in donations.   

A whopping $970 million secretly went inside the pockets of the 

people who collected the money.  I call this legalized theft! 



PART FIVE 
 

 

Scum Bag Churches Legally Steal Millions of Dollars.  

Lots of scum bag church ministers are thieves. Church scams exploit trust 

and cost their victims millions of dollars every year. One state has named 

churches as the #1 one scam in their state. Resources 

Think about this: It doesn’t matter if you’re religious or not. You must 
recognize these facts.  A church can be a large building sitting on a 
massive, expensive property. A church can be an open area at a park under 
a tent. I’ve even seen churches in retail locations – seating only 75 to 100 
people.  
 
Many men and women who are well versed in the bible and the scriptures 
become good at providing sermons for people. They can easily purchase an 
already prepared sermon. Today, already prepared sermons are available 
on the Internet. The minister simply reviews the sermon or nearly reads it 
to his followers. 
 
A minister usually stands up and lectures (sermon) for about 30 minutes. 
The sermon is to help educate people on the bible. Before, during, and 
after the sermon, a collection plate is passed around for the minister and 
his/her staff and expenses. THIS IS A BUSINESS! 
 
Let’s say the minister has built a small following of 500 people who attend 
his sermons. That’s not a lot, but if each person earns $40K per year and 
gives 10%, then that’s a whopping $4,000 per person. 500 x 4,000 = 
That’s $2 MILLION DOLLARS!  Let’s say only half of those people give to 
the poor minister – that’s still ONE MILLION DOLLARS. 
 
Granted, a minister provides service about once or twice a week. As a 
teacher, his/her time has value.  However, how much money should a 
minister be paid?  As much is his service worth?  Using the above example 
means he’s collecting between $2,000 to $4,000 for each delivered 30-
minute sermon.  
 
As you know, some ministers or evangelicals earn MILLIONS of dollars. 
What is their time worth?  What do they do with ALL the money? Do they 
make promises to where some of the money will go? Do they keep their 
promises? Does the money go where you think it goes?   
 
Churches are infamous for being an excellent method to steal from the 
people legally. Not only that, but churches are TAX exempt! What if the 



minister or evangelist does not believe what he/she is teaching? Would 
that be OK with you?   
 
Would a minister be considered fraud if their actions did not match their 
words? It’s been discovered that many church leaders are ‘Satanists’ 
behind closed doors. Some are even pedophiles. Are these people legally 
stealing money from people? 
 
These are issues maybe only you should ponder. 
 
Many Christians would be surprised and disappointed to learn that such 
behavior occurred in their church or favorite ministry.  
Those expectations often lead to a level of trust which can easily be 
abused—some examples of fraud. 
 

• A pastor created one set of books to show his board and 
another set, which reflected the money he had embezzled from his 
church. 

• A church bookstore employee sold himself merchandise after 
changing the price on the store computer to $.05 for $50.00 books, 
then changed the price back to $50.00, then sold the “purchased” 
books privately to church members for $25.00. 

• A church usher caught on a hidden video camera “palming” 
offering money in the counting room and then putting it in his coat 
pocket as he was the last usher to leave the room. 

• A church bookstore patron is stealing Bible software from 
the store and selling it on eBay. 

• A church bookkeeper wrote a series of checks to herself over 
two years, whereby she embezzled more money than the pastor’s 
salary. 

• A ministry accountant who purchased expensive personal 
items for his home from a ministry vendor destroyed the invoice 
and created a bogus substitute invoice. He then paid with ministry 
funds. 

• The fraud in churches goes on and on and on! 

 
Some of the perpetrators were quite creative. The pastor in the first 
example “hid” his unlawful gains by understating his income to the IRS 
and depositing excessive amounts of federal withholding. Thus, he was 
able to “squirrel away” his ill-gotten profits with the government and later 
recover them in the form of an undeserved large tax refund. 
 



The Richest Pastors in America 

I believe a man or woman has the right to earn any amount of money and 

spend the money in any way they wish. However, what if the pasture is a 

fraud and convinces his flock he’s someone he’s not? Is this OK with you?  

Would this person be considered a thief of hearts? Or a thief of YOUR 

money?  

How much is sharing the word of God worth? The typical church pastor 

performs religious services, directs church operations, provides spiritual 

counseling. Let’s look at 10 of the wealthiest pastors, their net worth, and 

just how they accumulated their fortunes. 

 

Joyce Meyer 

Net worth: $8 million! 

In 1985, Meyer formed her ministry, Life in the Word, and she also began 

airing a weekly TV show, Enjoying Everyday Life, in 1995. She has a net 

worth of $8 million, according to Celebrity Net Worth. 

Meyer, 74, travels to public speaking engagements on her private jet. In 

2004, a St. Louis Post-Dispatch article listed her and her husband’s assets, 

reportedly all paid for by her ministry. They included her $10 million jet 

and several million-dollar homes, as well as a $107,000 silver Mercedes. 

After receiving criticism for these financial perks, she decided to reduce 

some of her extravagant spending sprees. 

T.D. Jakes 

Net worth: $18 million! 

Jakes founded The Potter’s House, a nondenominational mega church. His 

sermons can be seen on Trinity Broadcasting Network and other religious 

channels. 

Jakes’ net worth has been estimated at $18 million. He talked about his 

wealth with Oprah in a 2012 interview and stated that he drew his mega-

church income and earned money from his best-selling books and 

producing movies. 

https://www.celebritynetworth.com/richest-celebrities/authors/joyce-meyer-net-worth/
https://www.therichest.com/celebnetworth/celeb/t-d-jakes-net-worth/


Franklin Graham 

Net worth: $25 million! 

Although Franklin Graham is an evangelist and son of well-known pastor 

Billy Graham, he didn’t convert to Christianity until he was 22. He 

eventually went on to take over organizing events for the Billy Graham 

Evangelistic Association, of which he is now CEO and president. He has 

also authored many books and frequently takes part in Christian revival 

tours. His net worth is reported as $10 million. 

Rick Warren 

Net worth: $25 million! 

In 1980, Rick Warren founded the Saddleback Church in Lake Forest, 

California. Today the mega evangelical church is America’s fifth-largest, 

and weekly attendance averages 20,000 people. His net worth is $25 

million, reported Celebrity Net Worth. 

Billy Graham 

Net worth: $25 million! 

Billy Graham, a Southern Baptist minister, became one of the first pastors 

to reach celebrity status. He also served as spiritual advisor to presidents 

Richard Nixon and Dwight Eisenhower and preached alongside Martin 

Luther King, Jr. It’s been said that he participated in many satanic rituals. 

However, do your research. 

His net worth was reported $25 million. 

Creflo Dollar 

Net worth: $27 million! 

As his last name suggests, televangelist Creflo Dollar has amassed some 

riches – and he has the possessions to prove it. Dollar is an American 

Word of Faith teacher, pastor, and founder of the non-denominational 

World Changers Church International, based in Fulton County, Georgia. 

In 2007, he had a congregation of 30,000 and $69 million in cash 

https://www.celebritynetworth.com/richest-celebrities/authors/franklin-graham-net-worth/
https://www.celebritynetworth.com/richest-celebrities/rick-warren-net-worth/
https://www.celebritynetworth.com/richest-celebrities/billy-graham-net-worth/


collection revenue. Dollar preaches his philosophy that “it is the will of 

God for you to prosper in every way.” 

The dollar has a reported net worth of $27 million. He has been criticized 

for his lifestyle and possessions, including two Rolls-Royce cars, a private 

jet, and million-dollar homes in Atlanta and Manhattan. When his 

Gulfstream jet ran off the runway, through the congregation and website 

donations, the ministry board acquired a new one. 

Joel Osteen 

Net worth: $40 million! 

Joel Osteen is senior pastor at Lakewood Church, the largest Protestant 

church in America. Weekly attendance at the Houston-based church is 

52,000. In 1999, Osteen, now 54, inherited the church and its television 

ministry from his late father, John Osteen. Today, 7 million people in 100 

different countries watch Lakewood Church broadcasts every week.  

Royalties from Osteen’s book sales, radio show, public speaking fees, and 

church collection reportedly generate $55 million per year. He and his 

wife, co-pastor Victoria Osteen, live with their two kids in a $10.5 million 

mansion in the Houston suburbs. Worth is reported as $40 million.  

Benny Hinn 

Net worth: $60 million! 

Israeli-born televangelist Benny Hinn is best known for his “Miracle 

Crusades,” or faith healing summits held in stadiums around the country 

and broadcast on his TV program This Is Your Day. He founded Orlando 

Christian Center church in 1983 and began having his healing services 

there. Followers believe Hinn can heal any of their ailments if he prays 

over them. 

Hinn’s personal use of church-owned luxury goods has attracted criticism. 

In April 2017, IRS and U.S. Postal Service criminal investigators raided 

Hinn’s headquarters in Grapevine, Texas. The Senate Finance Committee 

also investigated Hinn and five other televangelists in 2007. Hinn’s net 

worth is reported as $60 million. 

https://www.celebritynetworth.com/richest-celebrities/creflo-dollar-net-worth/
http://houston.culturemap.com/news/real-estate/07-04-10-after-move-to-river-oaks-joel-osteen-wants-to-sell-tanglewood-land-for-11-million/#slide=0
http://houston.culturemap.com/news/real-estate/07-04-10-after-move-to-river-oaks-joel-osteen-wants-to-sell-tanglewood-land-for-11-million/#slide=0


Pat Robertson 

Net worth: $100 million! 

Televangelist Pat Robertson is a Southern Baptist with a charismatic 

ideology. In 1960, he founded Christian Broadcasting Network, which now 

broadcasts shows in 180 countries in 71 languages. The flagship show, The 

700 Club, airs daily, featuring news, live guests, music, and testimony 

oriented around the Christian lifestyle. Robertson’s net worth is reported 

as $100 million. 

Kenneth Copeland 

Net worth: $300 million! 

He currently heads Kenneth Copeland Ministries and preaches through 

TV, books, DVDs, and CDs. Copeland preaches abundance and prosperity, 

commonly referred to as the prosperity gospel. 

Kenneth Copeland Ministries is located on a 1,500-acre campus near Fort 

Worth, Texas. The grounds include a church and a private airstrip and 

hangar for a $17.5 million jet and other aircraft. Copeland reportedly lives 

in a $6.3 lakefront mansion funded by his church. Although Celebrity Net 

Worth reported he’s worth $300 million, other reports say Copeland could 

be worth $750 million or more. Many people have said that Copeland has 

attended many satanic rituals. However, you do your research. 

Yes, many scum bags are hiding in our nation’s churches. They legally steal 

money from their flock, and many live lavish lifestyles, while many of their 

followers live paycheck to paycheck.  

  

http://www1.cbn.com/
https://www.celebritynetworth.com/richest-celebrities/pat-robertson-net-worth/
https://www.celebritynetworth.com/richest-celebrities/authors/kenneth-copeland-net-worth/
https://www.celebritynetworth.com/richest-celebrities/authors/kenneth-copeland-net-worth/


PART SIX 
 

Fund Me Account - Multi-Millions of Dollars Are Legally Stolen 

from the Public 

Not all, but there are many scum bag GoFundMe my accounts. Their entire 

existence is to separate you from your cash. 

What is GoFundMe? 

It’s a fundraising platform for those who need money. It has raised more 

than $4 billion in donations from 40 million donors since starting in 2010. 

How does it work? 

It is a way to collect money for nearly anything you need. People pay you 

with their donations – using PayPal. Simply set a goal, or how much they 

hope to raise, then describe why you need the money through stories and 

photographs. It’s that simple! 

How are donations solicited? 

Your fund me account starts by sharing links among friends, relatives, 

strangers through email and other social networking sites.  They can 

quickly go viral. 

How are donations collected and distributed? 

Donations are routed through GoFundMe payment processors. They are 

typically released only to the named beneficiary.  

Are donations capped? 

No. Donations often exceed stated goals. In those cases, the campaign 

organizer can elect to continue receiving money.  

Does GoFundMe Me get a cut? 

Yes. GoFundMe is a for-profit company. It takes 5 percent of donations 

raised on its platform. There is also a 2.9 percent payment-processing fee 

collected on each donation, along with 30 cents for every donation.  

So, GoFundMe profits from tragedies? 

Yes. Its business model is built on the number of donations it processes.  



Can GoFundMe be used for scams? 

Yes, many scam artists have and do utilize Go Fund Me to steal money 

from the public all the time. One common method is for scammers to 

hijack existing pictures and stories and direct donations to their 

sites. Others simply create fake sympathy campaigns. 

Are funds guaranteed?  

Yes. GoFundMe guarantees funds raised go to the victims and their 

families. However, many are fake victims. 

  



PART SEVEN 

 

Scum Bag Human Traffickers Use Legal Methods to Collect 

Massive Profits from their Victims.  

Human Traffickers come in many forms, but the most devious human 

traffickers are those who hide behind their profession as a politician, 

minister/evangelist, doctor, teacher, police chief, mayor, or other 

reputable professions.  

They seldom use force or violence themselves. They utilize a crime 

syndicate such as smugglers or coyotes and recruiters while ‘they’ remain 

in the background utilizing their influence and power to help the operation 

run undetected and under the radar. They accept their payments in cash or 

funnel them into an offshore account where it goes undetected. 

Human Trafficking – is it legal? 

First, human trafficking is a 152-BILLION-dollar industry, and many scum 

bags are getting their percentage of this massive and corrupt business.  

Women and children are also exploited for labor, not just sex. And here in 

the U.S., they are often manipulated into forms of slavery despite being 

legal workers. 71% of the labor trafficking victims in the study entered the 

United States on lawful visas.  

While labor trafficking takes many forms, it is primarily located in the 

following industries: agriculture, fisheries/fishing, construction, factory 

work, and domestic service.  

This often goes unnoticed because those most vulnerable are mainly 

migrant workers isolated from others and lacking documentation. This 

further means that those being trafficked have almost no access to 

healthcare. 

Human Traffickers utilize recruiters and other people to do the dirty work 

– while they appear to be Innocent. 



Myth: Human Trafficking and Human Smuggling Are NOT the 

Same 

Though the two terms are often used interchangeably, human trafficking is 

not human smuggling. Trafficking is the recruiting, transporting, 

harboring, or receiving a person through force to exploit him or her for 

prostitution, forced labor, or slavery. On the other hand, human smuggling 

is the transport of an individual from one destination to another, usually 

with his or her consent—for example, across a border. 

Myth: Human Trafficking Only Refers to Forced Prostitution 

A nine-year-old girl from a local Hill Tribe in Thailand wasn’t going to 

school. Instead, she was building one—her family was so poor that she was 

forced into laying bricks for many hours a day. There are thousands of 

children throughout the world still forced into slave labor.  

Human trafficking does not always equal prostitution—it can include 

indentured servitude, other exploitation in the workforce (in factories or 

on farms), and even the organ trade. 

This is the best definition of human trafficking.  

Human trafficking involves using force, fraud, or coercion to obtain some 

labor or commercial sex act. Every year, millions of men, women, and 

children are trafficked worldwide – including right here in the United 

States.  

It can happen in any community, and victims can be of any age, race, 

gender, or nationality. Traffickers might use violence, manipulation, or 

false promises of well-paying jobs or romantic relationships to lure victims 

into trafficking situations. 

Language barriers, fear of their traffickers, or fear of law enforcement 

frequently keep victims from seeking help, making human trafficking a 

hidden crime. 

State laws include a wide variety of activities under their definition of 

trafficking. Differences in trafficking definitions are critical to identifying 

who has criminal culpability.  



Most commonly, trafficking activities are defined as the recruitment, 

transportation, transfer, harboring, or receipt of persons for exploitation. 

Some jurisdictions have expanded their definition of trafficking by 

including activities like purchasing, benefitting, or profiting. 

Even law enforcement officials often don't recognize victims of human 

trafficking. If the police raid a brothel, for example, the prostitutes will be 

brought in on criminal charges while the trafficker is allowed to go free.  

Also, police officers may not know the right questions to determine if 

people are working against their will. Furthermore, the victims may fear 

reprisals against their families by traffickers if they cooperate with the 

police, so they keep their mouths shut, and the dangerous cycle just 

continues.  

Even worse, some victims may be coming from countries where traffickers 

pay law enforcement officials to look the other way. 

Traffickers use force, fraud, or coercion to lure their victims and force 

them into labor or commercial sexual exploitation. They look for people 

who are susceptible for various reasons, including psychological or 

emotional vulnerability, economic hardship, lack of a social safety net, 

natural disasters, or political instability.  

The trauma caused by the SCUM BAG traffickers can be so great that 

many may not identify themselves as victims or ask for help, even in highly 

public settings.  

What human trafficking is and what is it NOT? 

Human trafficking is the business of stealing freedom for profit. In some 

cases, traffickers trick, defraud or physically force victims into providing 

commercial sex. In others, victims are lied to, assaulted, threatened, or 

manipulated into working under inhumane, illegal, or otherwise 

unacceptable conditions.  

It is a multi-billion-dollar criminal industry that denies freedom to 24.9 

million people around the world.  Please scroll down to learn more about 

what constitutes the crime of trafficking. We hope this information is 

helpful to you.  

150 Billion Dollars in Profit for Traffickers.  



Adults purchase children for sex at least 2.5 million times a year in the 

United States. It’s a low-risk crime for domestic abusers as well. And it’s 

rare for police and prosecutors to pursue buyers after they've paid 

to abuse children. That’s true even in the most disgusting of crimes. 

Traffickers also play into the narrative by telling victims, who are exploited 

for sex, that they are offenders, threatening to call the police and report 

them for prostitution if they push back. This makes sex trafficking 

particularly challenging because victims might fear going to law 

enforcement and being charged with a crime. 

Human Trafficking: A Big Business Built on Forced Labor 

or Human Slavery 

 

Trafficking in persons has become a big business. Globally, it’s a $32 

billion industry involving 161 countries — including the United States. 

Trafficking in persons involves activities where one person obtains or 

holds another person in compelled service.  

While many people are aware of sex trafficking, human trafficking that 

involves, forced labor is far more prevalent. Some 78 percent of forced 

labor is based on state- or privately imposed exploitation, not forced 

sexual exploitation.  

You have likely encountered at least one of the 21 million people in forced 

labor. In developed economies such as the United States, Europe, and 

Japan, we see an increase in cases of trafficked immigrant teachers, 

nurses, construction and service workers — all of who hold valid visas.  

Their presence shines a light on the structural failures within our 

economic and employment systems that increase immigrant workers’ 

vulnerability to severe forms of labor exploitation. Multinational 

corporations, employers, businesses, labor recruiters, and others exploit 

these failures.  

Scum Bags who are Engaged in Human trafficking is not only a 

big business, but trafficking in humans is increasingly a 

Legitimate business.  

While the media portray traffickers as organized criminal syndicates or 

underground black marketers who exploit undocumented workers, today’s 



traffickers can also be licensed labor recruiters — those who solicit 

workers for jobs in other cities or countries — employers or even 

government officials. Trafficking for labor exploitation occurs within the 

legal framework of employment and business and through documented 

visa programs.  

Trafficking for labor exploitation often goes undetected and gets little 

attention. Immigration officials may categorize immigrant workers who 

are trafficked as undocumented workers and deport them.  

Police and labor inspectors may view involuntary servitude or debt 

bondage in sectors such as agriculture, construction, manual labor, and 

manufacturing as “mere” worker rights abuses and so not justifying a 

remedy. Prosecutions for forced labor are far fewer than those for 

trafficking for sexual exploitation (and even those are low). 

The U.S. Justice Department investigated the case of 400 Thai migrant 

workers who were allegedly trafficked to the United States under the H-2A 

visa program through false promises of decent work.  

The Thai workers “took on crushing debt to pay exorbitant recruiting fees,” 

ranging from $9,500 to $21,000. After they arrived in the United States, 

according to the indictment, their passports were removed, and they were 

set up in shoddy housing and told that if they complained or fled, they 

would be fired, arrested, or deported.  

Human trafficking thrives in an environment of worker exploitation and 

engenders forced labor, debt bondage, and other egregious labor abuse. 

Creating so-called guest worker programs and the rise of “labor recruiters” 

have exacerbated the vulnerabilities for workers inherent in labor 

migration.  

Many labor recruiters charge exorbitant fees for their services, 

forcing workers into debt bondage.  

Temporary labor migration or “guest worker” schemes promoted by 

governments to fill a demand for cheap labor often create a legalized 

system for employers to exploit workers, deny them their rights and 

increase their vulnerability to trafficking and forced labor. 

http://www.state.gov/documents/organization/192587.pdf


There are many scum bag facets to the human trafficking industry. It’s a 

multi-billion-dollar scheme. Only really scum bags enjoy this way of 

collecting cash. 

  



PARTY EIGHT 

Scum Bags Create Nutritional Scam Products that Claim or 

Imply Health Remedies 

Did you know there are more than 90,000 dietary supplement products 

sold in the US? Most people believe the hype. Supplements are a $30 

billion industry in the US. Recent surveys suggest that 52 percent of 

Americans take at least one supplement—and 10 percent take four or 

more. But should we? Are we healthier, smarter, stronger? 

The answer is NO. Most supplements have little to no data to suggest that 

they’re effective. There are also outright deadly scams. What’s more, the 

industry operates with virtually no oversight. 

The Food and Drug Administration is not authorized to review 

supplements for safety and efficacy before hitting the market. That means 

the bottles and capsules that line the aisles of grocery stores, pharmacies, 

and specialty shops may not contain what they promise. They may even 

have harmful contaminants such as lead and cadmium. 

And even after these potentially dangerous drugs go to market, the FDA 

lacks the manpower to keep up with all the products and health claims to 

flush out scams.  

Products are now sold in the rapidly expanding industry of “dietary 

supplements” include not just vitamin and mineral formulas. Still, those 

derived from herbs, glands, amino acids, and enzymes of all sorts, in any 

combination and amount, are sold as tablets, capsules, gel caps, powders, 

or liquids.  

The global market for these products was $82 billion as of 2013, with the 

U.S. accounting for more than a quarter of that. Sales increased by $6 

billion between 2007 and 2012 and increases every year and even more 

through 2018. 

Much of this growth is attributed to the fact that these 

products can go to market without any safety, purity, or 

quality testing by the FDA.   

While it costs millions of dollars to develop and substantiate a 

pharmaceutical product, selling supplements requires no such investment.  



New products are easily sold as supplements: The only common feature 

among them, as defined by the FDA, is that these are edible things “not 

intended to treat, diagnose, prevent, or cure diseases.”  However, that’s 

exactly why people purchase them. 

How Scum Bags Sets Up A Supplement Business to Steal Money 

from Unsuspecting People.  

Describe to a manufacturer -be crystal-clear about what the scam product 

required for your scamming purposes. Moreover, distribution, marketing, 

legal matters, customer service, financial planning, and your sales process 

have all got to be in sync for the con artist scam project to work. 

Yes, it may cost the scum bag a few bucks to create the product, label, and 

bottle it, but the con artist can easily find investors. So, how much would it 

cost you to start a supplement company? The cost depends on several 

factors, such as the type of product, the quantity of bottles ordered, 

marketing costs, storage needs, and many more. 

Let's walk through the process of how to go about building a dietary 

supplement SCAM from the ground up: 

Step 1 - Identify Your Target Audience “Suckers” 

It is a crucial step and a common oversight most new entrepreneurs tend 

to make: 

• Not having any target customers - Who exactly are the 

people who would like to buy your product?  

• Establishing target customer after making the product (big 

mistake) 

With adequately defined target customers (suckers), you should 

be able to answer the following five questions: 

1. Who are the type of suckers that need the scam product? 

Who, where are potential customers? Describe them. (at least one) 

everyday activity, profession, or health issues (athletes, sportsmen, 

vitamin deficiency, insomnia, etc.) 



2. What are the needs people want to cure?  

What and who is the market (people) lacking in their diet to cure or 

improve their health issues. 

3. Where do they buy their products?  

Specific retail outlets, healthcare practitioners, distributors, websites, 

catalogs, and events. 

4. Where do they obtain information about the products? 

This info will provide examples of promoting the scam product—in the 

digital age, using devices and specific platforms such as websites, blogs, 

social media platforms, phones, television, magazines, trade publications 

for professionals, or classes of professionals. 

5. Will I be able to solve my target customer's problem? 

Naturally, in most cases, your scam product will not provide hardly any 

benefit to your sucker customer – but you already know that. 

Step 2 - Decide on Your Customer Acquisition Model 

When it comes to finding suckers for your scam product, there is no right 

or wrong way – just explore all the many marketing methods. 

Here's a brief overview of some of the most popular options: 

• Pay-per-click 

• Blogging 

• Media buying 

• Setting up your brick and mortar store 

• Direct sales 

• Starting your website 

• Selling supplements on e-commerce platforms 

• Trade shows 

Step 3 - Comprehensive Competitor Analysis 



Here are a few ways that you can separate your scam product from the 

rest: 

Price - Tricky to do right, but tried and true. Large volumes often go to 

the lowest bidder, even if the difference is marginal. If you only collect a 

profit of $1 per bottle, then that can be good. Imagine 1,000 stores 

carrying your product. If they only sell three bottles per day in each store – 

that’s a cool million bucks or more per year!  The fulfillment center that 

supplies your product is usually the manufacture. The scum bag promoter 

(you) does not lift a finger. 

Step 4 - Making Your Supplements 

After the scum bag knows what the suckers are seeking and what they're 

willing to shell out of their pocket, then it’s time to work with a qualified 

manufacturer rather than using a DIY approach. The reason is simple- A 

qualified manufacturer has the required experience and expertise in 

making supplements besides having certified facilities that you would 

want to utilize to your advantage. 

Here are some additional points to keep in mind: 

• Don’t be afraid to steal critical features about the product 

from competitors.    

• Steal marketing ideas from competitors.  

• Your competitors will be able to provide lots of information – 

a smart scum bag either duplicates the product, lowers the price, or 

does better marketing. 

Step 5 - Identify a Good Supplement Manufacturer 

They are easy to find and ready to go to work for you. They are scumbags 

as well.  Just choose one who will work with you.  

Here are six essential tips for evaluating a manufacturer: 

Tip #1: Ask the manufacturer as many questions as needed to get the 

relevant information to make an informed decision. Even scum bags need 

the correct answers. 



Ensure that the manufacturer is willing to offer you constructive criticism 

or pushes back on your ideas. A manufacturer who does not object to your 

insistence to add missing ingredients and claims on your product label 

should raise the alarm. 

Additionally, carry out a background check on the manufacturer by 

running its name through a search engine. Dissatisfied customers 

complain about the companies operating below acceptable standards on 

websites like BBC and Rip-off Report.  

Tip #2: Check whether the manufacturer is a turnkey 

manufacturer and inquire about their services. 

A turnkey manufacturer is a one-stop solution provider that offers a full 

suite of manufacturing and secondary services, including testing, 

packaging, labeling, and distribution. This approach has its perks like 

faster lead/go-to-market times, convenience, cost savings, etc. 

Tip #3: Choose a U.S. based supplement manufacturer 

They are well-versed with the stringent U.S. regulatory standards and are 

less likely to give you any last-minute surprises that can cost more. 

Tip #4: First impressions matter if a Scum Bag is to win over 

suckers 

Simple things like timely responses and openness from the start are 

usually positive indicators of what working with a manufacturer will be 

like. 

Tip #5: Be wary of manufacturers that place an unusual amount of 

emphasis on the honors and awards they’ve won on their websites, social 

media channels & when they speak to you on the phone. Scum bag 

manufacturers often scam even scammers. 

While these accolades might be impressive at face value, we've found that 

many industry awards are “pay to play.” The honors don’t necessarily 

represent the quality of the company or the integrity of the people 

employed by it. 



Tip #6: Ask your manufacturer about the regulatory 

environment of the dietary supplement industry 

Ask your manufacturer about the regulatory environment of the dietary 

supplement industry. Do they exhibit knowledge, or do they struggle to 

answer your questions? If it’s the latter, you may want to think twice about 

working with them. 

Step 6 - Creating the Scam Supplement Label 

Supplement labels are essential; however, the sucker can never verify 

exactly what is in the bottle. An impressive brand advertisement is 

imperative for success.  About 70 % of sales will be made from the point of 

purchase.  

This how Scammers create a SCAM supplement label and 

packaging 

• The title should be FDA compliant and follow FDA nutrition 

label guidelines.  It should list active and inactive ingredients and 

fulfill legal requirements with any mentioned health claims.  Never 

mention that your scam product will cure or heal anything. 

• The logo and label should reflect the SCAM brand and 

emphasize your product’s unique features over the competitors’. 

• Be innovative while designing your logo with characters, 

names, shapes, and It should be simple yet visually distinctive. 

• Color matters! Marketing researchers confirm that 62-

90% of customers base their first impression on the color of the 

packaging or label. For instance, blue is accepted as a universally 

pleasing color, while purple represents quality and royalty.  This is 

how suckers seek quality.  

• Designing, proofing, and printing your dietary supplement 

packaging and label is critical if you want to create a good scam 

product. 

• Consult with your contract manufacturer and legal counsel 

before claiming your product as “Made in America” on your 

supplement packaging. 



Step 7 - Naming the Dietary Supplement Brand 

Irrespective of whether it’s the actual product or supplement brand name, 

it is the first calling card and needs to be selected with due diligence if you 

want to fool the public. 

Supplement brand name ideas that always work: 

Your health supplement business names should be short, sweet, and 

relevant.  The scam business must sound legitimate. 

Step 8 - Supplement Marketing Plans - How Will Your Target 

Audience Know Your Products? 

In today's cut-throat nutraceutical ecosystem, high-quality products with 

packaging appeal and smart supplement marketing strategies play an 

essential role.  In other words, there are other scum bags out there trying 

to get their piece of the pie. 

How to Market Scam Supplements? 

Leverage Fans, Stars, and Influencers 

80% of your profit comes from 20% of customers, which is the loyal fan-

base of the scam product. Choose the right influencer for your supplement 

marketing, like an up-and-coming athlete or social media celebrity (rather 

than an established one) who has a dedicated fan following. It can fit a 

budget and also be beneficial for the scam brand. 

Versatile Advertising Can Be the Key to Selling Your Scam 

Product. 

Every con artist can devise strategies for video marketing, magazine and 

radio advertising, or even grassroots advertising by leaving your flyers in 

the receptions and waiting rooms of gyms, spas, salons, and clinics. These 

are the places that most of your target audience might visit frequently. 

Leverage Social Media 

Today’s consumer highly relies on social media with around 80% of 

Americans having at least one social media account. Online marketing 



forms a crucial factor while devising your marketing strategy for 

supplements. 

• Smart supplement hashtags aid your brand recognition and 
customer loyalty 
• See a boost in conversion rates 
• Significantly save on advertising costs 

Identify Cross-Promotional Opportunities 

Tap a vast potential market by finding and exploiting to target different 

customer segments for a single product line.   

Step 9 - Fulfillment Plan - How Will the SCAM Product Reach 

Customers? 

Every scammer needs to get his scam product to his customers. Use the 

right distributor for target customers at the right time, especially in the era 

of companies like Amazon-Prime that fulfills customers’ wish lists in 2 

business days.  Most of the time, the manufacturer will assemble, ship, and 

distribute the supplements.  

Step 10 - Begin Selling Your Scam Product 

After investing your time, money, and energy, it is finally time to start 

selling scam products! 

There have been hundreds of not thousands of millionaires created by the 

SCAM nutritional supplement industry. If you don’t mind stealing from 

unsuspecting people who are earnestly seeking ways to stay healthy, then 

this scam product industry may be for you too. 

  



PART NINE 

Wall Street – A Place Where Ruthless Scum Bags Hang 

Pump and Dump stock promoters work barely within the law. Many of 

them legally steal money from unsuspecting investors.  

 

Scum bags usually know the laws concerning pump and dump scams.  

They know just about how far to go and what to do. While pump and dump 

schemes can lead to jail time and significant financial penalties, 

prosecutors must prove beyond a reasonable doubt that you broke the law.  

 

These types of cases can be very complicated for prosecutors to prove, 

especially because prosecutors usually must demonstrate intent for you to 

be found guilty of an offense. There are ways scum bags can defend 

themselves.  

 

This is how these scum bags collect money from unsuspecting 

investors like you and me. 

 

 "Pump and dump" SCAMS have two parts. First, a scum bag promoter 

will try to boost the price of a stock with false or misleading statements 

about the company.  

 

Once the stock price has been pumped up, fraudsters move on to the 

second part, where they seek to profit by selling their holdings of the stock, 

dumping shares into the market. 

 

These scum bag schemes often occur on the Internet, where it is common 

to see messages urging readers to buy a stock quickly. Usually, the 

promoters will claim to have "inside" information about a development 

that will be positive for the stock. After these fraudsters dump their shares 

and stop exciting the store, the price typically falls, and investors or 

suckers lose their money. 

 

This is typically how a scum bag stock pumper does it. 

 

A hack will take any client who pays and then market them to death to new 

investors who don’t know how the game works. The hack will make a 

boatload of money early on, rinse their email list, ruin their name and be 



in a rehab center in Nanaimo telling tales of yachts, classy whores, and 

wild nights.  

If you’re a scum bag and want to steal but don’t have the guts to point a 

handgun at your local 711 clerks, become a promoter of penny stocks. 

These hacks made their money by convincing other people that their client 

is the real deal. They have to live the rest of their life knowing that they 

probably took money from hundreds or thousands of families and put it 

into their noses to mask their insecurity for a few hours. It’s hard to do a 

step 9 in rehab when you’ve screwed over thousands of people, I think my 

step 9’s consisted of only 28 people, and even that took a while. 

They often get cash and stock early on in a deal. The promoter then owns 

that store, and the champion starts to write great things about the 

company. When you see massive spikes followed by massive declines, that 

is a powerful indicator that you are witnessing a real-life pump and dump. 

Penny Stocks are Very Risky: Nearly Everyone Dumps Them 

After the Fake Hype 

What exactly is the pump and dump scam about? 

 “A scheme that attempts to boost the price of a stock through 

recommendations based on false, misleading, or greatly exaggerated 

statements. The perpetrators of this scheme, who already have an 

established position in the company’s stock, sell their positions after the 

hype has led to a higher share price. This practice is illegal based on 

securities law and can lead to heavy fines. 

The victims of this SCAM will often lose a considerable amount of their 

investment as the stock often falls back down after the process is 

complete.”   

Pump and Dump’s Explained 

Pump and dump scams exist in the stock market, and those who get 

caught up in them can lose a lot of money.  Lots of money. In the old days, 

traditional pump and dumps were done through cold calling by 

stockbroker companies known as boiler rooms. 



If you have seen the recent movie that is making headlines, Wolf of Wall 

Street, the main character Jordan Belfort got rich off of scheming people 

and was eventually caught and convicted of stock fraud and manipulation 

and running a penny stock boiler room. 

The movie was based on the real Jordan Belfort, who spent 22 months in 

prison and was released in 2006. He ran a typical boiler room that uses 

high-pressure sales tactics, calling gullible investors and convincing them 

to buy into unrealistic companies they claim will be breakout stocks and 

turn huge profits. 

The stockbrokers made commissions on the sales they made to investors, 

so they didn’t care how well the stock did or if the investors made money 

or not. It was all about generating enormous amounts of commissions. 

The SEC (Securities Exchange Commission) regulates the stock market 

tighter in today’s times. By the way, the SEC is probably the most corrupt 

government agency in existence. They allow much corruption to take 

place. Why? You can guess – power creates crime. As a result, pump and 

dump schemes have transitioned to online methods as technology, and the 

internet has significantly advanced, allowing trading done online through 

simple clicks of a button. 

Pump and Dump Scams Today 

Typically, they involve penny stocks because they are regulated differently 

than stocks listed on the stock market exchanges like New York Stock 

Exchange (NYSE) and NASDAQ. 

Most penny stocks are trading at such cheap prices because they are not 

doing well financially and are slowly migrating towards bankruptcy. 

Regarding regulations and penny stocks, some penny stocks are not 

regulated by the SEC and can be targeted by scammers. The tactics 

scammer’s use involves them buying shares of penny stock ahead of time 

before the pump and dump ever begin. 

Once pump and dump scammers own shares of company XYZ, they’ll pay 

stock promoters and newsletter services to hype up their stock. Thousands 

of unsuspecting people still exist in the investing world and believe they 

can strike it rich off penny stocks and are often sucked into signing up for 

penny stock alerts and newsletters in hopes of getting alerts on hot stock 

picks. 



Don’t be Lazy, or a Scum Bag will Steal Your Money. 

Relying on and trusting someone else to give you stock picks results from 

laziness and NOT wanting to do your due diligence. So, these stock 

promoting companies have thousands of email subscribers to send out 

alerts and false hype about penny stock companies that they are being paid 

to promote. 

This creates hype for the gullible investors. The suckers rush to buy the 

penny stock. They just got a hyped-up email that told the sucker 

everything he wanted to hear. The sucker is excited because he thinks he’s 

going to be a millionaire.  

This sudden hype and increase in demand results in the penny stock price 

are going up. Sometimes it can spike up several hundred percent in one 

day, but the odds aren’t too great. Usually, it will go up 20-100% 

depending on the surge in volume and demand. 

As the price rises, the original shareowners who paid for the promotions 

sell off their overpriced shares to the gullible investors, cashing out for 

huge gains. Once they have sold all of their claims, there is no reason to 

continue paying promoters to excite the stock anymore, so they stop and 

walk away with their new riches. 

Meanwhile, the hype around the stock fades, people realize the 

newsletters, articles, and press releases were false and scams. The stock 

price starts tanking, and a lot of investors scramble to exit their positions. 

For everyone who sells, there is someone else buying. This means new 

buyers come in late, take the fall, and lose significant sums of money as the 

stock price fades back to low levels. 

A classic pump over a few weeks to rid of shares (dump), and then the 

promotions stop, and the price falls hard, causing many to lose their shirts. 

Overall summary, this scheme is for pump and dump scammers, not for 

honest stockbrokers. Usually, only scum bags deal with this type of 

scheme. 

Many people find the penny stock alerts irresistible and join websites.  The 

scum bag promoters win again. It’s impossible to predict stock price 

movement, so the odds of you buying before a spike are very little. 



Schemers hope you fall for the common belief that if you buy a penny 

stock and hold it, that it will eventually have a spike in price, and you can 

sell.  

Again, most penny stocks are trading at low prices because the company is 

failing and heading towards bankruptcy, so investors who buy penny 

stocks for the long term waiting for the stock to rise in price, will likely see 

it go bankrupt and lose their investment. 

If you’re a scum bag and want to earn your money by pumping and 

dumping stock – creating enormous losses for small-time investors, then 

maybe this type of SCAM is for you. 

Gold-digger Legally Steal Money 

How could I create this book about scum bags who legally steal without 

mentioning Gold-digger? Keep in mind. Most gold diggers are not mothers 

or housekeepers. They are simply an attractive woman who has sex with 

one man for monetary rewards instead of hundreds.  

Women who prefer to date or marry wealthy men in exchange for gifts, 

money, and an extravagant lifestyle are legal. I believe whatever two adult 

people want is their own private business.   

The gold-diggers that I do question are those who emotionally con a 

wealthy man.  She cons him into believing she’s someone she’s not. Yes, 

many of us call this man a fool, and sometimes these men are foolish. 

She’s usually in the marriage to secretly siphon off as much cash as 

possible before leaving. 

Isn’t there a name for these types of women? When a gold-digger legally 

steals 50% of her husband’s assets that were acquired during their brief 

marriage, then I call her a money hound scum bag. A gold-digger is usually 

not in the union for the long haul.  She will usually stay until she finds a 

greener pasture. When she does, she will quickly manipulate or create an 

excuse to divorce the man she’s with, or he will possibly die a very 

untimely death.   

In the event of death, she will usually legally steal much more from his 

estate.  I’m sure there are many fake tears. 



Many gold-diggers will move from one wealthy man to another while she 

legally steals his assets. These scumbag women are parasites! They will 

continue their scum bag parasitical lifestyle until they are older and no 

longer sexually attractive to wealthy men.   

They usually lack any kind of creativity and rely on the creativity and effort 

of a hard-working man.  Most gold-diggers are about self-indulgence and 

are childless. Many are psychopaths, sociopaths and have many 

narcissistic characteristics.  They only have one thing on their mind, and 

that is; ‘how much free money can they get. Most are great actresses – they 

are attractive “con artists.” Many gold-diggers end up rich and alone. 

The states having community property laws are Louisiana, Arizona, 

California, Texas, Washington, Idaho, Nevada, New Mexico, and 

Wisconsin.  

  



PART TEN 

Conclusion: 

Thank you for your readership. I hope we can stay connected. 

 

You can also visit my website for a BIG discount on a  

bundle of my ebooks.  Save money.  Go here.  

Join Us – Get eGift – Stay Connected! 
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